Website
www.england.nh
s.uk/medicalrevalidation/appr
aisers/magmod/

E-portfolio
None
Interactive pdf allows
basic reflective notes
and docs can be
uploaded (limit to
10mb)

Educational events
None

Mobile app
None

Cost
Free

Clarity
Appraisal
Toolkit for GPs
‘The number one
appraisal and
revalidation
solution for GPs,
developed in
exclusive
partnership with
the RCGP’

appraisals.clarit
y.co.uk

None

Appraisal
Mobile
Portfolio
(AMP) app
which syncs
fully with
ATK. CPD
activity and
reflection can
recorded offline

£50+vat/yr
(£37.30+VAT
RCGP
members)
MSF option
£35+VAT

GPTeamNet
web-based
sharing and
compliance
platform for GP
practices and
practice groups

clarity.co.uk/gpt
eamnet

Comprehensive eportfolio with reflective
templates tailored to
e-learning and CPD
activity.
Outputs fully
compatible with
revalidation
requirements.
Includes QIA, SEs
and PDP which can
be linked to CPD
activity
Option to upload
shared CPD evidence
from GPTeamNet
directly into Clarity
ATK

None

From £199 for
practice
subscription
with unlimited
users

NB medical

nbmedical.secur
e.force.com

Allows practices (and
groups of practices) to
share educational
events with team
members. CPD
attendance and
reflection can be
recorded and uploaded
to Clarity ATK
Wide range of courses
as well as webcasts
and their KISS

NB app
allows full
access to NB

£195 to attend
Hot Topics
courses

MAG form
The preferred
format for North
England GPs but
less widely used
across the
country

NB medical
dashboard which can
link directly with

Comments
Will not work
on iPad
Simple and
widely used.
Outputs
compatible
with
revalidation
requirements
Seamless
integration
between your
RCGP
eLearning
account and
ATK. Also
links to CPD
events and
QIA from
GPTeamNet

Widely used
across North
East England
with many
CCGs funding
and
supporting it’s
use

Red Whale
‘Practical and
evidence-based,
distilling all the
latest research…
by GPs, for GPs’

gpcpd.com/

Fourteen Fish

www.fourteenfis
h.com

Premier IT
‘Specialists in
workforce
planning,
development and
performance
software’

www.premierit.c
om

BMJ Learning
wide range of upto-date learning
modules covering
a variety of
clinical and non-

learning.bmj.co
m/learning/hom
e.html

Clarity ATK as well as
GPTeamNet.

resources

On-line CPD tracker
of reading, learning
activities, reflections
and audits. External
learning can also be
added. CPD can be
pulled across to
Fourteen Fish
Appraisal toolkit

Attending Red Whale
Updates are the usual
means of receiving
access to the CPD
tracker. On-line
learning modules
available

Dashboard
with Clarity
ATK link
No

Advertised on their
website but run by
other organisations

Guides users through
cycle of reflection,
planning and actions
to outcomes and
evaluation of
performance. PDP
linked to objectives.
CPD reflections build
up e-portfolio
On-line BMJ portfolio.

Includes job planning
module and integrated
LMS with mandatory elearning modules

Yes

Extensive range of high
quality on-line modules
which include
assessments,
certificates. Also
access to webinars and

BMJ Best
Practice app.
Earn credits
while
searching for
answers to

GP Update
handbook,
CPD tracker
and appraisal
and
revalidation
modules
£85/yr
(additionmal
handbooks
£25)
£42 (including
discount from
friends/colleag
ues or
Doctors.org.uk
/Red Whale)

Well known
and
recognised for
its quality high
quality and
GP centric
approach.
Update
courses cost
£195
They offer
easy switch
from MAG
and Clarity

GP, practice,
area team
and RO
functions.
Includes build
in MSF

Free to BMA
members
Otherwise
£10/month or
£95/yr + VAT

clinical topics

masterclasses
(chargable)

clinical
questions.
Records
activity on
personal.
Works
seamlessly
across
desktop and
mobile app
App option
only

GMC My CPD

www.gmcuk.org/education
/standardsguidance-andcurricula/guidan
ce/continuingprofessionaldevelopment/get
-the-my-cpd-app

Wide variety of
learning templates
prompting reflection.
Link to GMC domains.
Can be exported in
several formats. Can
include photos from
same smartphone

Hot topics section
including GMC
educational material
focusing on ethical and
probity issues.

Mims learning
(Incorporates GP
education)

www.mimslearni
ng.co.uk

Includes CPD
organiser. Logs event,
credits, CPD type and
basic reflective notes.
Can add attachments

’ High-quality education
tailored for GPs'
learning needs’

None

Guidelines
Summarises
clinical
Guidelines for
primary care

www.guidelines.
co.uk

Guidelines Learning
provides CPD
catalogue and tracker
of learning activity
including tests started

Short, interactive
presentations on
guidelines. Completing
modules results in a
certificate

App for
Guidelines
summary
(sponsored
by Teva UK

Free

£129 plus VAT
for 12 months
access to 550
CPD on-line
modules. Free
option to
limited CPD
offering
Free

Over 2Gb
storage.
Includes tips
and advice
section on
planning
CPD,
reflecting,
evaluating
learning and
preparing for
appraisal
CPD
organiser
integrates
with Clarity

Need to enter
an activity
code to
record CPD in
tracker

and completed.

Pulse Learning

www.pulselearning.co.uk/lo
gin/index.php

CPD dashboard,
includes goals and
records some
reflections. Can be
exported as CPD
log/pdf

Doctors.net.uk
‘Earns fees for its
work in research
and
communications,
enabling
provision of a
free service to
doctors with
clinically relevant
content’
GP Tools
‘-designed by
working GPs - no
layers of menus
to wade through,
keeping hoop
jumping to a bare
minimum and
speed’.

home.doctors.n
et.uk

E-portfolio which is
downloadable as pdf
or Excel. Records in
GMC domain,
prompts learning
need, reflective
learning and potential
impact which is
included on certificate

www.gptools.org CPD log including
reflections, credits
score, links to
PUNS/DENS and
PDP. Can include
attachments. Which
PCO can upload on
your behalf.
Exportable

e-learning modules,
350 if subscribe to
Premium with
additional access to
webinars and case
based learning. Events
(Pulse Live) and
seminars usually free
Wide variety of
educational topics,
searchable against
appraisal headings

Includes a variety of
free ‘specially curated’
lectures including
clinical and non-clinical
topics. Video links—
some from sponsored
events.

Ltd but they
provide no
input into
design/conte
nt). Does
NOT link to
CPD tracker.
None

Free with
option to
access
Premium CPD
£89/yr

App for forum
but does not
include CPD
or e-learning

Free

Includes
additional
features such
as forum,
careers
support,
library and email

Yes
Included in
subscription.
iPhone and
android,
syncs with eportfolio

£39.99
(includes
paper patient
survey as well
as on-line
patient and
colleague
survey)

They will
process nonsubscribers
paper GMC
patient
surveys for
£30

